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Annual Reporting for Faculty Supported Research Centres and Networks 
 
 

All Centres (provisional Centres; McGill Centres), Research groups and Networks that receive funding
from the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences (FMHS) are required to provide two components 
of reporting:  

1. an Annual Report of Activities and Outcomes (see below), 

2. a Financial Statement (see attached Excel document). 

 

The reporting period is May 1, 2020  April 30, 2021.  

Deadline: Monday, May 3rd, 2021 

Please send both documents to the Research Office, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences
(riac.med@mcgill.ca) 

Continued support from the Faculty is contingent on:  

1. the receipt of the reporting documents on time, 

2. the evaluation 
Units (CORU), 

3. the availability of Faculty funds. 

 

Your 
stewardship is truly appreciated. 
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Annual Report of Activities and Outcomes  

Please respect the page limits, where indicated, or the report will be returned.  
(The accepted font is Times New Roman or Calibri regular 11 pts) 

 

1. Name of the Unit: Centre for Applied Mathematics in Bioscience and Medicine (CAMBAM)  

 

2. Director : Anmar Khadra and Frédéric Guichard 

3. If the Unit is a Senate-approved McGill Research Centre, indicate date of approval: November 16, 2011 

 
4. Mission Statement of the Unit: 

The mission of CAMBAM is to take a leadership role within North America (in general) and Canada (in 
particular) in promoting the applications of mathematical and computational sciences to study 
different aspects physiological, biological and ecological systems, as well as foster collaborations 
between the quantitative and experimental life scientists. CAMBAM meets its objectives by 
promoting and fostering research, teaching and training in applications of quantitative life sciences 
at all levels ranging from the molecular/genetic through single cell and whole organ physiology and 
biology to population dynamics and broader ecological questions, at different time and special scales. 
CAMBAM accomplishes these goals through (i) establishing various training programs that are 
developed independently or in collaborations with other international and national centers, including 
workshops and summer schools that involve hands-on training and continuously evolving material 
that copes with recent advances made in the field; and (ii) building partnerships with industry that 
can provide internships for CAMBAM trainees. Such training opportunities assist CAMBAM PIs to 
develop the expertise of their trainees by bringing them up to speed with their research project and 
connect them with industry. CAMBAM also provides them with funding opportunities to reward 
exceptional trainees. 

 

5. Number of Unit members:   

CAMBAM has 165 full members and 13 associate members (see Appendix 1 for a list of members 
obtained from the listserv). The core members of CAMBAM include 23 faculty members.  

 

6. Number of members affiliated with McGill  FMHS: 

Close to 50% of CAMBAM members belong to FMHS. 

7. website: 

  URL:   http://www.crm.umontreal.ca/labo/cambam/en/ 

 
Note:  The website needs to feature the following: 

 all sources of funding support (including the FMHS logo),  

 the List of Members and their institutional affiliation with appropriate links,  
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 the activities supported by the Unit 

all previous Annual Reports.
 
The website has all that information. 

8. Summary of  goals and objectives of the Unit. (limit: ½ page) 

 Maintain international leadership in the emerging field of quantitative biosciences. To 
accomplish this, CAMBAM has become a partner in an FQRNT-funded multi-center grant headed 
by the Centre de recherches mathématiques (CRM). 

 Connect researchers and students across faculties and institutions by creating interdisciplinary 
research teams and a framework for scientific and social interactions. That includes bridging 
complementary research programs together to establish multidisciplinary teams in the 
quantitative and life sciences. To accomplish this, we organize workshops and retreats and invite 
known speakers to the seminar series organized by CAMBAM in collaborations with other 
centers at McGill.   

 Support and prepare students and postdoctoral trainees for the expanding career opportunities 
in quantitative biosciences in both industry and academia. Trainee members of CAMBAM 
regularly get email announcements about different academic and industry-based job 
opportunities.    

 Establish stronger connections with industry. This is done through the industry partners of 
MITACS as well as NSERC-CREATE in Complex Dynamics, a partner of CAMBAM since 2018. 
Several trainees in CAMBAM currently participate in internships with these industry partners of 
both of these institutions.  

 Due to COVID-19, all CAMBAM activities (including workshops and seminar series) were 
conducted virtually. This will continue in the summer of 2021. 

 

9. Major achievements enabled by the support obtained from the Faculty.  (limit: 1 page)  

(see Appendix for suggested metrics)    

Seminar Series (Appendix 2): CAMBAM continues to benefit from its partnership with the Quantitative 
Life Sciences program in running a weekly seminar series during the Fall and Winter terms in 
collaboration with the McGill Initiative in Computational Medicine (MiCM) and the Ludmer Centre. This 
seminar series, which was originally a CAMBAM event prior to this partnership, is still ongoing with 11 
talks out of 20 allocated for CAMBAM invited speakers during 2019/2020.  Due to COVID-19, talks were 
held virtually with attendees ranging between 50-60. Speakers were also invited to meet the trainees 
after the talks to interact more closely with them. CAMBAM member Suresh Krishna is taking the lead in 
organizing this seminar series in collaboration with members of the other partners. No cost was 
associated with this activity due to COVID-19. 

Zoominar Series (Appendix 3): Due to COVID-19, the seminar series was interrupted in the the Winter 
term 2020. As a result, CAMBAM took the initiative to revive its own seminar series over the summer of 
2020 via zoom. The online series consisted was quite successful and it 
was done in collaboration with the Fields institute in Toronto and the University of Waterloo. It attracted 
around 50-60 attendees on a weekly basis. CAMBAM co-director Anmar Khadra organized this zoominar 
series. No cost was associated with this activity due to COVID-19. 

CAMBAM Zoomposium (Appendix 4): During the summer of 2020, CAMBAM organized a minisymposium 
Multiple Timescales in Neuronal event was comprised of six talks and 

was attended by 100 people. CAMBAM co-director Anmar Khadra organized it. No cost was associated 
with this activity due to COVID-19. 
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Online workshops: CAMBAM organized 3 one-day online workshops during the summer of 2020 led by 
students and postdoctoral fellows who are members of the CAMBAM. Co-director, Frédéric Guichard 
assisted these trainees in organizing these events and in promoting them internationally. These 
workshops benefited from the financial support of the CRM in the form of rewards to the organizers and 
were held via zoom. Attendees came from different academic institutions across North America. Here is 
the list: 

1. The first workshop was given by Thomas Bury (postdoc, McGill), July 27, 2020. The topic, 'Interactive 
data visualizations in Python' is inspired by the complexity and increasing availability of biological data 
which has forced the development of visualization methods that allow interaction with the in silico 
representation of living things. See Appendix 5 for more details. 

2. Shaza Alsibaai (PhD student, McGill), August 6, 2020, organized a workshop entitled 'Problems and 
solutions in lifting individual behavior to population level dynamics'. See Appendix 6 for more details. 

3. Finally, 
. See Appendix 7 for more details. 

These workshops have had a popularity that far exceeded expectations. 264 participants have registered 
to participate in the August 13 workshop on Optimizing Treatments for Cancer. Over 80 were registered 
for the July 27 workshop and over 50 for the August 6 workshop. They offered direct financial support 
and high visibility to the organizers. They also achieved their primary objective of stimulating the 
maintenance of scientific interactions during the first months of the pandemic. No cost was associated 
with these activities due to COVID-19. 

CAMBAM/NSERC-CREATE in Complex Dynamics Summer School (Appendix 8): CAMBAM and 
NSERC-
upcoming summer school (May 31  
will be held virtually via zoom. The school is funded by the William K. and Katherine W. Estes Fund and 
the Psychonomic Society ($20,000) as well as CRM ($5,000). The summer school received 80 applications 
and 50 students are currently short listed for the event (both Canadian and international). The two-week 
event will cover different topics on the applications of nonlinear dynamics and computations to life 
sciences (ranging from the sub-cellular world to population dynamics) with a special emphasis on 
neuroscience and psychology. The program will include theory-based and application-based lectures 
taught by 25 internationally recognized researchers in the field including 15 CAMBAM members, as well 
as tutorial and computer labs that will complement the material covered in these lectures. There will be 
also projects assigned to the participants to work on and supervised by the instructors. CAMBAM co-
director Anmar Khadra and CAMBAM associate member Caroline Palmer (who is also the director of 
NSERC-CREATE in Complex Dynamics) were successful in obtaining the funding (see Appendix 9). 
Speakers will be paid $1,000 honorarium for participating. The IT team and TA will be also paid.  

Fellowships (Appendix 10): Due to the fact that CAMBAM managed to get external funding from other 
sources, including CRM and William K. and Katherine W. Estes Fund and the Psychonomic Society, 
CAMBAM has enough surplus to award 7 fellowships to research trainees (a total of ~$60K).  Students 
and PDFs in CAMBAM affiliated labs are expected to submit their research descriptions, CV, interest in 
qualitative bioscience and discuss past participation in CAMBAM events by June 1 to be considered for 
CAMBAM fellowships. An independent committee will evaluate the applications and a short list will be 
determined by June 8. In the coming year, the funding allocated to fellowships may be less due to other 
planned events (including scientific meetings). 

Workshop on Computational Modelling of Cancer Biology and Treatments (Appendix 11): CAMBAM 
members Adrianne Jenner and Morgan Craig teamed up with the CRM to organize this online workshop. 
The focus of this event will be an extension of the previous workshop held on August 13, 2020 with an 
emphasis on computational methods in oncology. No cost was associated with this activity due to COVID-
19. 

CMS 2020 Winter Meeting (Appendix 12): CAMBAM co-director Anmar Khadra and CAMBAM associate 
member Claire Guerrier organized an entire session at the Canadian Mathematical Society (CMS) Winter 
Meeting that was held virtually online between December 4-7, 2020. Session title was 
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Many members of CAMBAM gave talks in this session to showcase their 
research work. International researchers also participated in this session. CAMBAM partners, McGill and 
CRM, were co-sponsors of this event. Registration fees were paid for some speakers. 

Membership in the CRM: CAMBAM continues to be part of the CRM, a network of 12 research centers 
across Quebec and Ontario. This collaboration brings quantitative bioscience to the CRM and connects 
CAMBAM to the larger community of mathematical and computational researchers.  CRM now provides 
additional funding to CAMBAM (~$12,000 per year). CAMBAM is also 
effort in their grant renewal provided by FRQNT. 

 

10. New Members who joined the Unit in the past year and their institutional affiliation(s).   

Name 

Last, First  

Title 
PI, Staff or Trainee 
[Graduate student (GS) or post-
doctoral fellow (PDF)] 

Type of Membership 

Full, Associate 
Affiliation(s) 

Kehinde 
Ajibade 

Grad student Full Concordia 
University 

Yury Sokolov Postdoctoral 
scholar 

Associate UCSD 

Louis Richez Grad student Full McGill 

Nasri Balit Grad student Full McGill 

Thomas Bury Postdoctoral 
fellow 

Full McGill 

Nicolas 
Brodeur 

Grad student Full University of 
Ottawa 

Orsolya 
Lapohos 

Grad student Full McGill 

Jalal Al 
Rahbani 

Grad student Full McGill 

Rodrigo 
Migueles 
Ramirez 

Grad student Full McGill 

Max Oliveira 
De Souza 

Associate 
professor 

Associate Universidade 
Federal Fluminense 

Yangyang 
Wang 

Assistant 
professor 

Associate University of 
Iowa 

 

11. Members who have left the Unit over the reported year.   

Name 

Last, First  

Title 
PI, Staff or Trainee 
[Graduate student (GS) or post-
doctoral fellow (PDF)] 

Type of Membership 

Full, Associate 
Affiliation(s) 

Saeed 
Farjami 

Postdoctoral 
fellow 

Full University of 
Surrey 
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12. State how the current and forecasted activities of your Unit align with the Education or Research mission 
(Strategic Research Plan) of the FMHS and/or other Faculties at McGill  
(limit: ½ page): 

for understanding how complex biological systems function - from molecular to organismal levels.  

Strategic Research Plan.  In addition, CAMBAM has close ties with the Initiative in Computational Medicine 
(MiCM). In partnership with the MiCM, CAMBAM has co-organized online workshops focused on 
mathematical and statistical methodologies. MiCM also provides seed funding to CAMBAM members with 
research focused on complex systems and machine learning (e.g., Anmar Khadra and Pouya Bashivan). 
CAMBAM also collaborates with the Quantitative Biosciences Program, the Ludmer Center and MiCM in 
organizing a very successful seminar series in computational medicine. These activities will continue in the 
near future. Finally, CAMBAM is heavily involved in the QLS program with many CAMBAM members 
teaching in the QLS foundation course QLSC 600 and (co-)supervising many QLS PhD students. 

Bioscience and health research is quickly expanding from being an exclusively data collection endeavor to 
one that embraces the development of new technologies and quantitative methods.  For example, much of 
the field of genetics is now driven by statistical and computational algorithms. To meet these changing needs, 
our researchers actively prepare students for life in both academic research and industry with the goal of 

 

During the next few years, CAMBAM will continue its leadership role in Quantitative Biology at McGill, within 
Quebec and internationally. CAMBAM has regularly organized summer schools on the applications of 
mathematical sciences to physiology and medicine and helped sponsor several workshops, one of which 
focused on infectious disease transmission, an urgent topic in this international health crisis of COVID-19 
pandemic.  We will continue to sponsor and promote interdisciplinary seminars, workshops, events and 
summer schools to bring together researchers from across faculties and institutions to solve critical problems 
in bioscience and medicine. 

 

13. Explain why support from the FMHS continues to be crucial to the operations of the Unit (limit: ½ page):
FMHS support has allowed CAMBAM to pursue and achieve many of its current programs. Recognizing the 
fundamental importance of interdisciplinary research, CAMBAM has taken leadership role in promoting 
collaborations between members from across faculties and disciplines, and established track record of 
successful Canadian (Fields, NSERC-CREATE in Complex Dynamics) and international partnerships (MBI, 
NIMBios and MIT).  With FMHS funding, CAMBAM has accomplished all of its important objectives and 
maintains a level of activity (both local and international) that compares favorably with other McGill research 
centers.  Continuing support from FMHS will promote our interdisciplinary support of quantitative bioscience 
at McGill as well as allow us to maintain our international presence and collaborations with other centers.  It 
is important to emphasize that many CAMBAM members are also members in the Society for Mathematical 
Biology and took leadership roles in that activities of this society (for example, the annual meeting that took 
place in Montreal in 2019). 

 

14. List action items that the Unit has taken or will consider taking in the next year towards growth and 
sustainability of its operations (limit: ½ page) 
In collaboration with MITACS, CRM and NSERC-CREATE in Complex Dynamics, CAMBAM will expand its 
effort in establishing connections with industry partners that can provide internships to CAMBAM 
trainees. Such opportunities have been already pursued by several CAMBAM trainees.  
As co-directors of CAMBAM, Anmar Khadra and Frédéric Guichard, will make an effort to submit an NSERC-
CREATE application in the next competition round to support CAMBAM trainees and other training 
programs of CAMBAM.  
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CAMBAM will revive its in-person activities after the relaxation of covid-19 related restrictions, including 
its retreats and seminar series. The latter will be done in collaboration with the QLS, MiCM and Ludmer 
Centre. CAMBAM will invite international speakers who are leaders in their field of research to visit 
CAMBAM and interact directly and closely with CAMBAM PIs and trainees. 
CAMBAM has successfully managed to always find funding for all of its activities provided by various 
sources. That allowed CAMBAM directors to save the annual funding allocated for CAMBAM and use it to 
support outstanding and active students in the form of fellowships. In the coming years, such funding will 
be also used to organize scientific meeting with various themes in mathematical biology (e.g., 
electrophysiology). Such a meeting is in preparation and will be co-organized by CAMBAM co-director 
Anmar Khadra and Professor Derek Bowie (Pharmacology). 
CAMBAM will continue to establish new collaborations with international organization that support 
research programs in mathematical biosciences. That includes the Society for Mathematical Biology 
(SMB), Canadian Mathematical Society (CMS) and the Canadian Applied and Industrial Mathematics 
Society (CAIMS). 
Several new recruits and previous faculty members in FMHS with expertise in AI (e.g., Pouya Bashivan 
and Claire Brown) are members of CAMBAM. They will take leadership roles in developing the CAMBAM 
training program in machine/deep learning in neuroscience and microscopy. This will put CAMBAM at 
the forefront of research in computational sciences. 

 
 
15. Provide suggestions about how the Faculty could do better to support the Unit and research efforts in 

general (e.g., centralized data repositories, institutional data management plans, support for software 
developments, guidance for adopting open-science practices, simplification of administrative procedures, 
etc.)   (no page limit but please be specific and unleash your creativity!)  
 

At this point, CAMBAM has been running its operations without any administrative support. The CRM 
occasionally provide some help in that front when needed, but support is quite limited to certain activities. 
CAMBAM intentionally never spends any funding on administrative support and solely relies on the efforts of 
its co-directors to run all CAMBAM operations in order to save the very limited funding of $15,000 received 
from FMHS to support the core activities of CAMBAM. Additional funding will come a long way in allowing 
CAMBAM to have the freedom to expand such programs and rely occasionally in administrative support if
necessary.   

 
 

In the attached (Excel) Year-End Financial Report please detail: 

1. Expenditures of funding provided by the FMHS and other sources, towards meeting the objectives 
of the Unit, 

2. Any in-kind contributions provided to the Unit by other partners and sponsors, 

3. Projected budget for the coming year (including request to the FMHS). 
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Appendix 

Suggested Performance Indicators (non-exhaustive list) 

Quantitative:   

 Governance: provide details of management meetings.  For example, membership, 
frequency, attendance, the nature of the meetings and the outcomes.  

 Number of workshops, conferences or seminars conducted, number of attendees and target 
audience; 

 Number of visiting scientists hosted by the Unit; 
 Number of outreach activities (e.g., public lectures, including in schools, the industry and 

government agencies, press releases); 
 Number of publications co-authored by at least 2 Unit PIs, and journal impact factors;  

 Number of targeted activities: 
o involving research interactions for graduate and postgraduate students, 
o Industry stakeholder interactions; 

 Number of web hits and articles downloaded; 

 Outcomes of surveys of Unit members; 
 Number of grants funded, with at least 2 Unit PIs as co-applicants;  
 Prizes, special awards to member(s) as a result of Unit activities. 

Qualitative:  
 Activities/outcomes which may not have occurred without the Unit; 
 Use of shared resources and facilities; 
 Effectiveness of governance processes in place;  
 Research building capacity, or removing impediments to research; 
 Multi-disciplinary collaborations; 
 Increased or new collaboration and partnerships as a result of Unit activities, and with 

different types of end users (e.g. industry, government and community groups); 
 Workshops & meetings the Unit provided financial support for; 
 Communication within/outside the Unit (e.g. email, newsletters, website, etc.); 
 Level of engagement at seminars and workshops organized by the Unit; 
 What exceptional successes, if any, have occurred during the reporting period; 
 What disappointments, if any, occurred during the reporting period; 
 How new skills have been acquired as a result of research technology; 
 Emphasize collaborations between other Units at McGill and internationally;  
 Development of tools, software, databases; 
 Emphasize all kinds of open-science efforts. 

 











































Computational modelling to study cancer biology and treatments 

BACKGROUND 
Cancer biology and treatment involves complex, dynamic interactions between cancer cells, the tumour microenvironment, 
and therapeutic molecules. Quantitative approaches combining mechanistic disease modelling and computational strategies 
are increasingly leveraged to rationalize pre-clinical and clinical studies, and to establish effective treatment strategies. In this 
way, mathematical approaches lay the foundation for computational that offer fully controlled, and 
non-invasive conditions in which we can investigate emergent clinical behaviours and interrogate new therapeutic strategies. 
As an introduction to such virtual laboratories, this workshop will provide an overview of techniques used in computational 
oncology, with a focus on in silico clinical trials and agent-based models (ABMs). Virtual (or in silico) clinical trials are useful 
computational platforms that help distinguish mechanisms of therapeutic successes and failures, stratify patient risk classes 

-specific parameters. In these platforms, in silico patients are generated 
by drawing from distributions of possible patient characteristics and used to form virtual clinical trials, in which new treatment 
strategies can be evaluated prior to human trials. Data fitting and optimisation techniques are cornerstones of this 
computational platform and are used to generate realistic virtual patients and evaluate individualised therapies. ABMs are a 
computational formalism that describes the way individual agents (e.g. cancer cells) interact through probability distributions 
based on defined characteristics that have contributed significant insights into cancer biology at the intra-patient tissue level. 
In oncology, this technique has been applied to model spatial tumour formation, tumour cell heterogeneity, and the dynamics 
of treatment in the tumour microenvironment8. Modelling individual cells as agents allows for direct translation of biological 
observation into simulation rules and, like virtual clinical trials, the investigation of new hypotheses and treatment strategies. 
 
In particular, this workshop will address: 
 the optimization of parameter ranges to generate virtual patients or treatment schedules using a variety of techniques, 

including simulated annealing, least-squares nonlinear optimisation, gradient-based descent, and genetic algorithms.  
 the translation between ABMs and PDEs 
 how to code heterogenous tumour environments into an ABM using an open-source software known as PhysiCell 

Workshop participants will have the opportunity to see how each of these techniques are applied in computational oncology 
and learn how to employ them on experimental or generated data in Matlab and in C++. By the end of this workshop, 
participants will have a comprehensive understanding of computational modelling in oncology, the explicit knowledge for 
how to design, code, and simulate an agent-based model, and an understanding of how to account for within- and between-
patient heterogeneity by deploying in silico clinical trials.  
 

PROGRAM  THURSDAY 13TH OF AUGUST 2020 
12:30-13:00  Morgan Craig 

Introduction lecture on mathematical oncology, including tumour growth models, cancer resistance 
modelling, phenotypic switching, and stochastic models 

13:00-13:30 Adrianne Jenner 
Lecture on computational modelling methods in cancer, with emphasis on in silico clinical trials, 
optimisation techniques and agent-based models 

13:30-13:40 10 minute break 
13:40-14:10 Adrianne Jenner 

Tutorial on using Matlab to leverage experimental data to generate virtual patients and optimize 
therapeutic protocols 

14:10-15:00 Paul Macklin, Randy Heiland (part 1) 
Introduction lecture on the open-source agent-based modelling software PhysiCell and its applications in 
oncology, followed by the first session tutorial on applications of PhysiCell: exploring PhysiCell-powered 
nanoHUB apps  

15:00-15:15 15 minute break  
15:15-16:00 Paul Macklin, Randy Heiland (part 2) 

Second session tutorial on PhysiCell:  building C++-based codes, reading data into Jupyter, then making a 
basic XML-based model (e.g. cell swarming, cancer cell proliferation).  

16:00-16:10 10 minute break 
16:10-16:30 Pantea Poolavand 

Lecture on the translation of ABMs to PDEs, case study in oncology  
 

 



TICKETS 
Free registration for the event can be found at: 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/computational-modelling-to-study-cancer-biology-and-treatments-tickets-113637272140 
Make sure to go through the -  available on the Eventbrite page and download the appropriate programs 
and software to run PhysiCell. For the Matlab tutorial, you will need to have Matlab on your computer.  

 
WORKSHOP ORGANISERS AND SPEAKERS 
Morgan Craig, Assistant Professor, Université de Montréal/Centre de recherche CHUSJ, Montréal, Canada 
Adrianne Jenner, Postdoctoral Fellow, Université de Montréal/Centre de recherche CHUSJ, Montréal, Canada  
Paul Macklin, Associate Professor, Indiana University, Bloomington, USA  
Randy Heiland, Indiana University, Bloomington, USA  
Pantea Poolavand, University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia 
 







 
The William K. and Katherine W. Estes Fund is jointly overseen by  

the Association for Psychological Science and the Psychonomic Society 
 
February 8, 2021 
 
Anmar Khadra 
Department of Physiology 
McGill University 
3655 Promenade Sir William Osler 
Montreal QC H3G 1Y6 Canada 
 
Dear Dr. Khadra: 
 
On behalf of the Association for Psychological Science and the Psychonomic Society, I am writing 
regarding your full submission for the William K. and Katherine W. Estes Fund advanced training 
program, entitled Nonlinear Dynamics in Life Sciences: Applications in Psychology and 
Neuroscience.  I am happy to inform you that your proposal has been approved for funding in 
the amount of $15,204. 
 
A brief word about the logistics: The Estes Fund account is being managed by the Association for 
Psychological Science (APS). Sarah Schroeder (sschroeder@psychologicalscience.org) will serve 
as your liaison. Please contact her to arrange for disbursement of the funds. Our preference is 
that the grant be disbursed as a wire transfer to you or to your institution. After completion of 
the event, we request that you submit a final accounting of how the funds were spent and a 

questions arise. 
 
The Estes Fund Committee asks that in all materials advertising the summer school you 
acknowledge the support of the William K. and Katherine W. Estes Fund. 
 
We on the committee are truly excited about this summer school. Thanks so much for putting 
together a stellar proposal, and for the commitment of yourself and your colleagues to the 
development of mathematical and computational approaches to the mind. 
 
Yours sincerely, on behalf of the Estes Fund committee, 

 
 
Alice F. Healy, Chair 
Estes Fund Committee 



CAMBAM Spring 2021 Fellowship Application  
Due June 1, 2021 
 
Please include this form plus  CV in a single PDF 
document to Frederic.guichard@mcgill.ca 
 
 
Fellowships/amounts are awarded/determined based on the quality 

of the applicant, past participation in CAMBAM, past CAMBAM support received by applicant, 
funds available, number of applications received by CAMBAM, and number of applicants from the 
same lab. 
 
Name and level of trainee (MSc, PhD or PDF):   
 
 
 
Name of supervisor(s) and department:   
 
 
List previous CAMBAM fellowships received by applicant (if any):  
 
 
Brief statement (short paragraph) about the interdisciplinary nature of the 

 research across biology, mathematics and computation: 
 
 
Brief description of the trainee  
sponsored events during the last year:    
 
 
 





















































Research Centre, Core Facility, Network
Name:

Director and Administrator 
(Names and Contact information):

Sources of Income / Revenue:
Cash In-kind

15,000

47,783

CRM provides 
administrative 
support.

62,783

Expenditures:

Cash In-kind

Personnel Salaries and related costs, for example:

The Centre coordinator

Research Associates, professional officers, technicians, 
laboratory attendants, administrators, organizers

Specialist professional staff located within major 
facilities and other appropriate settings

Year-End Financial Statement for May 1st 2020 to April 30th 2021

CAMBAM

Anmar Khadra (anmar.khadra@mcgill.ca) and Fred 
Guichard (red.guichard@mcgill.ca)

From Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences (FMHS)

Other sources
   List all sources (add rows as needed): RQNT/CRM ($8,873), VPR 
research ($35,000), FacSci/CRM ($2,273) and UdeM/CRM ($1,637).

User Fees 

TOTAL INCOME / REVENUE:

Where applicable, provide details of items of expenditure as indicated below, e.g. salary components should 
be listed by individual, the cost of each workshop, individual working group, or other meetings should be 
given, as well as any research project funds expended

Description
FMHS
funds

Contributing Organization 
contributions



Student and trainee salaries

Shared Research Resources, for example:

Specialized equipment purchase or upgrade / repair

Software tools

Databases

Bringing People Together, for example:

Workshops (3 online workshops) $1,500

Meetings 

Seminars (virtual - no expenses) 0 0

Conferences (CMS Winter Meeting) $1,000

Planning, co-ordination activities

Travel

Accommodation

Purchase of specific Assets or Intellectual Property

Other expenditure:

Any other expenditure not falling under the specified 
expenditure headings above 
  (give details): 7 fellowships of $8,500 each. $15,000 44500

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 15,000 47,000

Provide the reason for carryover* if permitted:  
It is essential that reasons be provided by carryover 
requests

Carryover amount: Please note that a carryover balance is not permitted for some accounts (to 
clarify accounts affected, please consult Financial Affairs)

There will be a total of $783 carryover. This is a small 
amount that will 

be used in the next budget year. 

*It is the responsibility of the Centre, Core Facility, Network to ensure that the carryover amount requested in 
this document has been discussed with the Financial Affairs Office, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences 

Director of Research Centre, Core Facility or Network or his/her Delegate:



Total request from Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences for 2021-22:  

Sources of Income / Revenue:
Cash In-kind

15,000

$73,500

$88,500

Expenditures:

Cash In-kind

Personnel Salaries and related costs, for example:

The Centre coordinator

Description
FMHS
funds

Contributing Organization 
contributions

Signature   

Date   May 11, 2021.

Budget plan for May 1st 2021 to April 30th 2022

From Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences (FMHS)

Other sources
   List all sources (add rows as needed): RQNT/CRM ($14,000), VPR 
research ($35,000), FacSci/CRM ($2,500), UdeM/CRM ($2,000) and 
ESTES Fund/Psychometric Society ($20,000).

User Fees 

TOTAL INCOME / REVENUE:

Where applicable, provide details of items of expenditure as indicated below, e.g. salary components should 
be listed by individual, the cost of each workshop, individual working group, or other meetings should be 
given, as well as any research project funds expended



Research Associates, professional officers, technicians, 
laboratory attendants, administrators, organizers

Specialist professional staff located within major 
facilities and other appropriate settings
Student and trainee salaries

Shared Research Resources, for example:

Specialized equipment purchase or upgrade / repair

Software tools

Databases

Bringing People Together, for example:

Workshops (Several online workshops) $2,000 

Workshops (CAMBAM/NSERC-CRATE Summer School)
25,000

Meetings (One CAMBAM meeting) 10,000

Seminars (CAMBAM/QLS) $3,000 $5,000

Conferences

Planning, co-ordination activities

Travel

Accommodation

Purchase of specific Assets or Intellectual Property

Other expenditure:

Any other expenditure not falling under the specified 
expenditure headings above 
  (give details): 7 fellowships of $6,326 each. 44,282

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 15,000 $74,282


